WELL HEAD IN WELSHPOOL

On Sunday the 25th of January 2015 I took Peter down to Welshpool to a farm that is very short of water for there new chicken sheds, Powys Drumler's have been there about twelve months ago and did not find any water even at 40 meters, There existing well was not sufficient for the farm and there house.

We left Peter's house at 10-45am and after running around Welshpool and all the lanes we eventually arrived at the farm at about 12-45pm , We where greeted by the farmer with a cup of coffee.

The farmer told us that the drillers had failed to find any water and had advised him to contact Peter to find the best place to drill the next hole.

Peter had done a map dowse for the best place to find the water, So we started to mark off the location's that he had indicated on his map. And within about half an hour Peter had the water marked off in the field below the farm, Then we went the the location that Powys Drillers had drilled there hole, We could not fiend any water in that location at all, But we did inform the farmer that the hole could be of use for Green energy to supply hot water to the farm house.

The location of the second well was marked off about 100 metres to the south of the hole that had failed. The aqua flow that we had marked off in the two locations was from the same flow and the top field would be the best place to drill for the water.

We noted that the aqua flow came from the high ridge above the farm and this was the top of the hill that we could see in the area.

The farmer informed us that Archaeologist had been around the farm a few years ago looking for very old battle ground that was indicated on very old maps, We found a few graves that could be from the battle, our enlargers and the cold put us off looking into this area today, And this will have to be done at a later date as we had to find our way home as the light was fading. I got home at 18-00pm after a very interesting day out with Peter.